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Motivation
The reported performance of
medical entity linking (EL) systems
has been steadily improving, but
their evaluation in many works is
limited to narrow domains / single
languages and corrupted by data
leaks. We present:
1. A benchmark for x-lingual
medical EL using clinical reports,
clinical guidelines, and medical
research papers
2. A test set filtering procedure
designed to analyze the “hard
cases” of EL approaching 0-shot
x-lingual transfer learning
3. SoTA EL model evaluation
4. Interesting conclusions drawn
from evaluation on our
benchmark

Filtering Results

RQ1: Do current benchmarks in EN,
ES, FR, DE, and NL lead to an
overestimation of performance?
RQ2: What is the fair evaluation
strategy for clinical entity linking (EL)?
RQ3: What is the potential of a model
trained on English to generalize
for 0-shot clinical EL in other
languages?
RQ4: What types of word
representations can be used
for cross-lingual clinical EL
(SoTA contextual word vectors,
sparse representations)?

Datasets
Medical datasets originating from real clinical records
(CANTEMIST, CodiEsp, MCN) and drug labels, patent claims
(Mantra GSC), etc. Dataset contains:
● mentions of entities linkable to standard ontologies,
● corresponding entities IDs, i.e. CUIs,
● [optional] original texts/contexts.

Evaluation Results
● Evaluation on the
official test sets and
test sets filtered by a
training set (removed
all mentions from the
training set)

Languages: English, Spanish, French, German, and Dutch

● Evaluation on the
official test sets and
test sets filtered by an
entity dictionary
(more challenging)

Proposed Evaluation Settings
Novel test set filtering strategy to avoid train/test leaks and provide
a fair and more challenging comparison in the cross-terminology
setting. We construct a reference set of terms from (a) concept
names in an entity dictionary (thesaurus) or (b) from the entity
mentions in the training dataset (less challenging setup).
For a reference set of terms/entities, we provide the following
evaluation types:
● Full: compute metrics on the test set as provided in the dataset
itself;
● Filtered: remove from the test set all entities already present in
the reference set (exact match, e.g., removing instances of
depression from the test set if already present in the reference
set);
● Filtered0.2: remove from the test set all entities where
the normalized character-based Levenshtein distance
to the nearest neighbor in the reference set is under 0.2
(e.g. removing depressed if depression occurs in the reference
set). This makes the task more challenging since
a model cannot rely on word similarity and have to use more
sophisticated contextual features.

● Great divergence in performance: official vs filtered test sets for all
languages and models (positive answer to RQ1 + claim that “fair”
evaluation requires the proposed filtering is supported (RQ2)
● SapBERT experiments: cross-lingual training on the English MCN
corpus improves the performance in other languages (RQ3)
● RQ4: general-purpose models w/o domain knowledge and
fine-tuning are almost useless for the task, falling behind the
simplistic tf-idf baseline. Our evaluation shows that clinical EL
requires pre-training at least on the related biomedical corpora
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